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Abstract. We study the approximability of multidimensional generalizations of three classical
packing problems: multiprocessor scheduling, bin packing, and the knapsack problem. Speciﬁcally,
we study the vector scheduling problem, its dual problem, namely, the vector bin packing problem,
and a class of packing integer programs. The vector scheduling problem is to schedule n d-dimensional
tasks on m machines such that the maximum load over all dimensions and all machines is minimized.
The vector bin packing problem, on the other hand, seeks to minimize the number of bins needed
to schedule all n tasks such that the maximum load on any dimension across all bins is bounded
by a ﬁxed quantity, say, 1. Such problems naturally arise when scheduling tasks that have multiple
resource requirements. Finally, packing integer programs capture a core problem that directly relates
to both vector scheduling and vector bin packing, namely, the problem of packing a maximum
number of vectors in a single bin of unit height. We obtain a variety of new algorithmic as well as
inapproximability results for these three problems.
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1. Introduction. Multiprocessor scheduling, bin packing, and the knapsack
problem are very well studied problems in combinatorial optimization. Their study
has had a large impact on the design and analysis of approximation algorithms. All
of these problems involve packing items of diﬀerent sizes into bins of ﬁnite capacities.
In this work we study multidimensional generalizations of these problems where the
items to be packed are d-dimensional vectors and bins are d-dimensional objects as
well. We obtain a variety of approximability and inapproximability results in the
process, signiﬁcantly improving upon earlier known results for these problems. Some
of our results include a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the vector scheduling problem when the dimension is ﬁxed, and an approximation algorithm
for the vector bin-packing problem that improves a two-decade-old bound. Though
our primary motivation is vector scheduling and vector bin packing, an underlying
problem that arises is the problem of maximizing the numbers of vectors that can be
packed into a bin of ﬁxed size. This is a special case of the multidimensional knapsack problem that is equivalent to packing integer programs (PIPs) [27, 29]. PIPs are
an important class of integer programs that capture several NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problems including the maximum independent set problem, the disjoint
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paths problem, and hypergraph matchings. The only general technique known for approximating PIPs is to use randomized rounding on the natural LP relaxation [27, 29].
We show here that the approximation guarantee for PIPs, as obtained via randomized
rounding, is essentially the best possible unless NP = ZPP.
In addition to their theoretical importance, these problems have several applications such as load balancing, cutting stock, and resource allocation, to name a
few. One of our motivations for studying these problems comes from recent interest
[12, 13, 14] in multidimensional resource scheduling problems in parallel query optimization. A favored architecture for parallel databases is the so-called shared-nothing
environment [4] where the parallel system consists of a set of independent processing
units each of which has a set of time-sharable resources such as CPU, one or more
disks, network controllers, etc. A task executing on one of these units has requirements
from each of these resources and is best described as a multidimensional load vector.
However in most work on scheduling, both in theory and practice, it is assumed that
the load of a task is described by a single aggregate work measure. This simpliﬁcation
is done typically to reduce the complexity of the scheduling problem. However, for
large task systems that are typically encountered in database applications, ignoring
the multidimensionality could lead to bad performance. The work in [11, 12, 13, 14]
demonstrates the practical eﬀectiveness of the multidimensional approach. One of the
basic resource scheduling problems that is considered in the above papers is the problem of scheduling d-dimensional vectors (tasks) on d-dimensional bins (machines) to
minimize the maximum load on any dimension (the load on the most loaded resource).
Surprisingly, despite the large body of work on approximation algorithms for multiprocessor scheduling and its several variants [15, 23], the authors in [11] had to settle
for a naive (d + 1)-approximation for the d-dimensional vector scheduling problem.
Our work here provides a PTAS when d is ﬁxed and an O(ln2 d)-approximation when
d is arbitrary. A similar situation existed for the vector bin packing problem where
the best known approximation ratio prior to our work was (d + ). In this paper, we
improve this to obtain a (1 +  · d + O(ln −1 ))-approximation for any ﬁxed  > 0. In
what follows, we formally deﬁne the problems that we study and provide a detailed
description of our results.
1.1. Problem deﬁnitions. We start by deﬁning the vector scheduling problem.
For a vector x, the quantity x∞ denotes the standard ∞ norm.
Definition 1.1 (vector scheduling (VS)). We are given a set J of n rational
d-dimensional vectors p1 , . . . , pn from [0, ∞)d and a number m. A valid solution is a
partition of Jinto m sets A1 , . . . , Am . The objective is to minimize max1≤i≤m Āi ∞ ,
where Āi = j∈Ai pj is the sum of the vectors in Ai .
Definition 1.2 (vector bin packing (VBP)). Given a set of n rational vectors p1 , . . . , pn from [0, 1]d , ﬁnd a partition of the set into sets A1 , . . . , Am such that
Āi ∞ ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. The objective is to minimize m, the size of the partition.
The following deﬁnition of PIPs is from [29]. In the literature this problem is also
referred to as the d-dimensional 0-1 knapsack problem [7].
Definition 1.3 (packing integer program (PIP)). Given A ∈ [0, 1]d×n , b ∈
[1, ∞)d , and c ∈ [0, 1]n with maxj cj = 1, a PIP seeks to maximize cT x subject to
x ∈ {0, 1}n and Ax ≤ b. Furthermore if A ∈ {0, 1}d×n , b is assumed to be integral.
Finally, B is deﬁned to be mini bi .
The restrictions on A, b, and c in the above deﬁnition are without loss of generality: an arbitrary packing problem can be reduced to the above form (see [29]).
We are interested in PIPs where bi = B for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. When A ∈ {0, 1}d×n this
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problem is known as the simple B-matching in hypergraphs [24]: given a hypergraph
with nonnegative edge weights, ﬁnd a maximum weight collection of edges such that
no vertex occurs in more than B of them. When B = 1 this is the usual hypergraph
matching problem. We note that the maximum independent set problem in graphs is
a special case of the hypergraph matching problem.
1.2. Related work and our results. All the problems we consider are NPcomplete for d = 1 (multiprocessor scheduling, bin packing, and the knapsack problem). The dimension of the vectors, d, plays an important role in determining the
complexity. We concentrate on two cases, when d is a ﬁxed constant, and when d is
part of the input and can be arbitrary. Below is an outline of the various positive and
negative results that we obtain for these problems.
Vector scheduling. For the VS problem the best approximation algorithm [13]
prior to our work had a ratio of (d + 1). When d is a ﬁxed constant (a case of practical
interest) we obtain a PTAS, generalizing the result of Hochbaum and Shmoys [19]
for multiprocessor scheduling. In addition we obtain a simpler O(ln d)-approximation
algorithm that is better than (d+1) for all d ≥ 2. When d is large we give an O(ln2 d)approximation that uses known approximation algorithms for PIPs as a subroutine.
We also give a very simple O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)-approximation. Finally, we show that
it is hard to approximate the VS problem to within any constant factor when d is
arbitrary.
Vector bin packing. The previous best known approximation algorithms for this
problem gave a ratio of (d + ) for any ﬁxed  > 0 [6] and (d + 7/10) [9]; the latter
result holds even in an online setting. All the ratios mentioned are asymptotic; that
is, there is an additive term depending on d and on . Karp, Luby, and MarchettiSpaccamela [22] do a probabilistic analysis and show bounds on the average wastage
in the bins. We design an approximation algorithm that for any ﬁxed  > 0, achieves
a (1 +  · d + O(ln −1 ))-approximation in polynomial time, thus improving upon the
previous guarantees. One useful corollary of this result is that when d is a ﬁxed
constant we can approximate the problem to within a ratio of O(ln d). When d is
1
arbitrary a simple reduction from the graph coloring problem gives a d 2 − hardness
for any ﬁxed  > 0 even when vectors are drawn from the set [0, 1]d . Moreover, even
when d = 2 the problem is APX-hard [31]; this is an interesting departure from the
classical bin packing problem (d = 1) which exhibits an asymptotic FPTAS.
Packing integer programs. For ﬁxed d there is a PTAS for PIPs [7]. For large d
the randomized rounding technique of Raghavan and Thompson [27] yields integral
solutions of value t1 = Ω(opt/d1/B ) if A ∈ [0, 1]d×n , and t2 = Ω(opt/d1/(B+1) ) if
A ∈ {0, 1}d×n . Srinivasan [29] improved these results to obtain solutions of value
(B+1)/B
B/(B−1)
Ω(t1
), respectively (see discussion at the end of section 4.1
) and Ω(t2
concerning when these values are better). Thus the parameter B plays an important
role in the approximation ratio achieved, with better ratios obtained as B gets larger
(recall that entries in A are upper bounded by 1). It is natural to question if the
dependence of the approximation ratio on B could be any better. We show that PIPs
1
are hard to approximate to within a factor of Ω(d B+1 − ) for every ﬁxed B, thus establishing that randomized rounding essentially gives the best possible approximation
guarantees. Hardness was known only for the case B = 1 via a reduction from the
maximum independent set problem. We show how this can be ampliﬁed to work for
larger values of B and then use Haståd’s result [18] on the inapproximability of the
maximum independent set problem. An interesting aspect of our reduction is that
the hardness result holds even when the optimal is restricted to choosing a solution
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that satisﬁes Ax ≤ 1d while the approximation algorithm is required to satisfy only
the relaxed constraint of Ax ≤ B d .
Table 1.1 summarizes our results. For conciseness, in the table below when we
indicate that a problem is c-hard we mean that, unless NP = ZPP, no polynomial
time algorithm can approximate it to within a factor of c.
Table 1.1
Approximation bounds and inapproximability results for each problem.
Problem
Vector
Scheduling

Vector
Bin Packing

d=1

Constant d ≥ 2

Arbitrary d

PTAS [19]

(d + 1) (folklore)
PTAS (this paper)
NP-hard

(d + 1) (folklore)
O(ln2 d) (this paper)
NP-hard
c-hard ∀ c > 1 (this paper)

AFPTAS1 [6, 21]

(d + ) [6]
O(ln d) (this paper)

(d + ) [6]
1 + d + O(ln 1 ) (this paper)

NP-hard

APX-hard [31]

APX-hard [31]
1
d 2 − -hard (this paper)

FPTAS [20]

PTAS [7]

O(d (B+1) ) [26, 27, 29]

NP-hard

NP-hard

d 2 − -hard for B = 1

NP-hard

1

Packing
Integer Programs

1

1

−

d (B+1) -hard ∀ B ≥ 1
(this paper)

1.3. Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2
and 3 present our approximation algorithms for the vector scheduling problem and
the vector bin packing problem, respectively. In section 4 we present our inapproximability results for the three problems.
2. Algorithms for vectorscheduling. For any set of vectors (jobs) A, we
deﬁne Ā to be the vector sum j∈A pj . The quantity Āi denotes component i of
the vector Ā. Throughout this section, we assume without loss of generality that the
vectors have been scaled such that the optimal schedule value is 1.
2.1. A PTAS for ﬁxed d. Hochbaum and Shmoys [19] gave a PTAS for the
multiprocessor scheduling problem (VS problem with d = 1) using dual approximation
schemes. We now show that a nontrivial generalization of their ideas yields a PTAS
for arbitrary but ﬁxed d.
The basic idea used in [19] is a primal-dual approach whereby the scheduling
problem is viewed as a bin packing problem. If an optimal solution can pack all
jobs with load not exceeding some height h (assume h = 1 from here on), then the
scheduling problem is to pack all the jobs into m bins (machines) of height 1. The
authors then give an algorithm to solve this bin packing problem with bin height
relaxed to (1 + ), where  > 0 is a ﬁxed constant. In order to do so, they classify
a job as large or small depending on whether its size is greater than  or not. Only
a ﬁxed number (at most 1/) of large jobs can be packed into any bin. The sizes of
the large jobs are then rounded up to be one of O(ln 1/) distinct values. Dynamic
programming is used to pack the rounded up large jobs into the m bins such that no
1 AFPTAS denotes an asymptotic FPTAS. A problem has an AFPTAS if for any  > 0, there
exists a positive integer N such that there is a (1 + )-approximation algorithm that runs in time
polynomial in the input size and 1/ for all instances of the problem with optimum value at least
N .
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bin exceeds a height of (1 + ). The small jobs are then greedily packed on top of the
large jobs.
We take a similar approach to the problem. Our dual problem is VBP. The
primary diﬃculty in generalizing the above ideas to the case of jobs or vectors of
d ≥ 2 dimensions is the lack of a total order on the “size” of the jobs. It is still
possible to classify a vector as large or small depending on its ∞ norm. However, the
scheme of [19], whereby the small jobs are greedily packed on top of the large jobs,
does not apply. We need to take into account the interaction between the packing of
large and small vectors. In addition, the packing of small vectors is nontrivial. In fact
we use a linear programming relaxation and a careful rounding to pack the small jobs.
We describe our ideas in detail below. Following the above discussion we will think
of machines as d-dimensional bins and the schedule length as bin capacity (height).
Given an  > 0 and a guess for the optimal value (that we assume is normalized to 1),
we describe an -relaxed decision procedure A that either returns a schedule of height
(1 + ) or proves that the guess is incorrect. We can use A to do a binary search for
the optimal value. Let δ be /d.
Preprocessing step. Our ﬁrst idea is to reduce to zero all coordinates of the vectors
that are too small relative to the largest coordinate. This allows us to bound the ratio
of the largest coordinate to the smallest nonzero coordinate.
Lemma 2.1. Let I be an instance of the VS problem. Let I  be a modiﬁed instance
where we replace each pj in I with a vector qj as follows. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, qji = pij
if pij > δpj ∞ and qji = 0 otherwise. Then, replacing the vector qj by the vector pj
in any valid solution to I  results in a valid solution to I of height at most a factor of
(1 + ) that of I  .
Proof. Let A be a set of vectors in I, and let B be the corresponding set of vectors
in I  . Then it follows from the transformation described above that

qj ∞
Āi ≤ B̄ i + δ
j∈B

≤ B̄ i + δ



qj 1

j∈B

≤ B̄ i + δB1
≤ B̄ i + δdB∞
≤ B̄ i + B∞ .
Therefore A∞ ≤ (1 + )B∞ . It follows that replacing vectors in I  by those in I 
increases the height of the machines by only a (1 + ) factor.
Large versus small vectors. Assume from here on that we have transformed our
instance as described in the above lemma. The second step in the algorithm is to
partition the vectors into two sets L and S corresponding to large and small. L consists
of all vectors whose ∞ norm is greater than δ, and S is the rest of the vectors. The
algorithm A will have two stages; the ﬁrst stage packs all the large jobs, and the
second stage packs the small jobs. Unlike the case of d = 1, the interaction between
the two stages has to be taken into account for d ≥ 2. We show that the interaction
can be captured in a compact way as follows. Let (a1 , a2 , . . . , ad ) be a d-tuple of
integers such that 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1/. We will call each such distinct tuple a capacity
conﬁguration. There are at most t = (1 + 1/)d such conﬁgurations. Assume that
the t capacity conﬁgurations (tuples) are ordered in some way and let aki be the value
of coordinate i in tuple k. A capacity conﬁguration approximately describes how a
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bin is
ﬁlled. However, we have m bins. A t-tuple (m1 , . . . , mt ), where 0 ≤ mi ≤ m
and i mi = m, is called a bin conﬁguration that describes the number of bins of each
capacity conﬁguration. The number of possible bin conﬁgurations is clearly O(mt ).
Since there are only a polynomial number of such conﬁgurations for ﬁxed d and  we
can “guess” the conﬁguration used by a feasible packing. A packing of vectors in a
bin is said to respect a capacity conﬁguration (a1 , . . . , ad ) if the height of the packing
in each dimension i is less than ai . Given a capacity conﬁguration we can deﬁne the
corresponding empty capacity conﬁguration as the tuple obtained by subtracting each
entry from (1/ + 1). For a bin conﬁguration M we denote by M̄ the corresponding
bin conﬁguration as the one obtained by taking the empty capacity conﬁgurations for
each of the bins in M .
Overview of the algorithm. The algorithm performs the following steps for each
bin conﬁguration M :
(a) decide if vectors in L can be packed respecting M ,
(b) decide if vectors in S can be packed respecting M̄ .
If both steps above succeed for some M , we have a packing of height at most
(1 + ). Otherwise we will prove that the assumption that the optimal packing has a
height of 1 is false.
Packing the large vectors. The ﬁrst stage consists of packing the vectors in L.
Observe that the smallest nonzero coordinate of the vectors in L is at least δ 2 . We
partition the interval [δ 2 , 1] into q =  2 ln δ −1  intervals of the form (x0 , (1 + )x0 ],
(x1 , (1 + )x1 ], . . . , (xq−1 , 1], where x0 = δ 2 and xi+1 = (1 + )xi . We discretize every
nonzero coordinate of the vectors in L by rounding the coordinate down to the left
end point of the interval in which it falls. Let L be the resulting set of vectors.
Lemma 2.2. Let I  be an instance obtained from the original instance I by rounding vectors in L as described above. Then, replacing each vector in L by the corresponding vector in L in any solution for I  results in a solution for I of height at most
(1 + ) times that of I  .
Proof. Each coordinate of a vector in L is at least (1 + )−1 times the coordinate
of the corresponding vector in L. The lemma follows trivially.
Vectors in L can be classiﬁed into one of s = (1 +  2 ln δ −1 )d distinct classes.
Any packing of the vectors into one bin can be described as a tuple (k1 , k2 , . . . , ks ),
where ki indicates the number of vectors of the ith
class. Note that at most d/δ vectors
from L can be packed in any bin. Therefore
ki ≤ d/δ. Thus there are at most
(d/δ)s conﬁgurations. A conﬁguration is feasible for a capacity conﬁguration if the
vectors described by the conﬁguration can be packed without violating the height
constraints described by the capacity conﬁguration. Let Ck denote the set of all
conﬁgurations of the jobs in L that are feasible for the kth capacity conﬁguration.
From our discussion |Ck | ≤ (d/δ)s .
Lemma 2.3. Let M = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mt ) be a bin conﬁguration. There exists an
algorithm with running time O((d/δ)s mns ) to decide if there is a packing of the jobs
in L that respects M .
Proof. We use a simple dynamic programming-based algorithm. Observe that the
number of vector classes in L is at most s. Thus any subset of vectors from L can
be speciﬁed by a tuple of size s, and there are O(ns ) distinct tuples. The algorithm
orders bins in some arbitrary way and assigns to each bin a capacity conﬁguration
from M . For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the algorithm computes all possible subsets of vectors from L
(tuples) that can be packed validly in the ﬁrst i bins. For each i this information can
be maintained in O(ns ) space. Given the tuples for bin i, the tuples for bin (i + 1)
can be computed in O(d/δ)s time per tuple since that is an upper bound on the
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number of feasible conﬁgurations for any capacity conﬁguration. Thus for each bin i,
in O((d/δ)s ns ) time, we can compute the tuples that can be packed into the ﬁrst
i bins given the information for bin (i − 1). The number of bins is m so we get the
required time bound.
Packing the small vectors. We now describe the second stage, that of packing the
vectors in S. For the second stage we write an integer programming formulation and
round the resulting LP relaxation to ﬁnd an approximate feasible solution. Without
loss of generality assume that the vectors in S are numbered 1 to |S|. The IP formulation has 0-1 variables xij for 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Variable xij is 1 if pi is
assigned to machine j. Every vector has to be assigned to some machine. This results
in the following equation.

(2.1)
xij = 1,
1 ≤ i ≤ |S|.
j

Given a bin conﬁguration M , we can deﬁne for each machine j and dimension k a
height bound bkj that an assignment should satisfy. Thus we obtain
(2.2)



pki · xij ≤ bkj ,

1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ d.

i

In addition we have the integrality constraints, namely, xij ∈ {0, 1}. We obtain a
linear program by replacing these constraints by
(2.3)

xij ≥ 0.

Proposition 2.4. Any basic feasible solution to the LP deﬁned by (2.1), (2.2),
and (2.3) has at most d · m vectors that are assigned fractionally to more than one
machine.
Proof. The number of variables in our LP is n · m. The number of nontrivial
constraints (those that are other than xij ≥ 0) is (n+d·m). From standard polyhedral
theory [28] any basic (vertex) solution to our LP has n·m tight constraints. Therefore
by a simple counting argument, at most (n + d · m) variables can be strictly positive.
Since each vector is assigned to at least one machine, the number of vectors that are
fractionally assigned to more than one machine is at most d · m.
We can solve the above linear program in polynomial time and obtain a basic
feasible solution. Let S  be the set of vectors that are not assigned integrally to any
machine. By the above lemma, |S  | ≤ d · m. We partition the set S  into m sets of at
most d vectors each in an arbitrary manner and assign the ith set to the ith machine.
Since pj ∞ ≤ δ = /d for every j ∈ S  , the above step does not violate the height
by more than  in any dimension.
Putting together all the ingredients we obtain our main theorem below.
Theorem 2.5. Given any ﬁxed  > 0, there is a (1 + )-approximation algorithm
for the VS problem that runs in (nd/)O(s) time, where s = O(( ln(d/)
)d ).

Proof. Given a correct guess for the optimal schedule height it is clear from the
description that we obtain a (1 + O())-approximation. Following the overview of the
algorithm we ﬁnd a packing of vectors in L and S for each choice of bin conﬁguration M . The running time is dominated by the time to pack L. Since there are at most
−d
mt = O(nO( ) ) bin conﬁgurations, the running time follows from Lemma 2.3. We
can guess the optimal value to within a (1 + ) precision using the estimate provided
by a simple (d + 1)-approximation algorithm described in section 2.2.
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2.2. The general case. We now consider the case when d is arbitrary and
present two approximation algorithms for this case. The ﬁrst algorithm is deterministic and has an approximation ratio that is a function of only d (O(ln2 d)), while the
second algorithm is randomized and achieves an approximation ratio that is a function
of both d and m (O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)). Given a set of positive vectors A we denote by
V(A) the volume of A which
 is the sum of all coordinates of all vectors in A, in other
words, the 1 norm of j∈A pj . We once again assume that the optimal schedule
height is 1.
2.2.1. An O(ln2 d)-approximation. We start by analyzing a simple algorithm
which will serve as a base case for our O(ln2 d)-approximation algorithm. Recall that
J is the set of vectors in the input instance. The inﬁnity norm of each of the job
vectors is clearly a lower bound on the optimal value. Hence
(2.4)

max pj ∞ ≤ 1.
j∈J

The second lower bound is obtained by using the average volume per dimension:
V(J)
≤ 1.
m·d
We can strengthen the above bound by splitting the sum dimension-wise:
(2.5)

(2.6)

d

max
i=1

J¯i
≤ 1.
m

A naive algorithm for our problem is to ignore the multidimensional aspect of
the jobs and treat them as one-dimensional vectors of size equal to the sum of their
components. The dimensionality of the bins is also ignored. Then one can apply the
standard list scheduling algorithm of Graham [16] for multiprocessor scheduling to
obtain the following theorem that uses the simple lower bounds developed above.
Lemma 2.6. Applying list scheduling on the volumes of the vectors results in a
schedule of height at most V(J)
m +maxj∈J pj ∞ . This yields a (d+1)-approximation.
Proof. The upper bound follows from standard analysis of list scheduling. The
approximation guarantee follows from the lower bounds in (2.4) and (2.5).
The O(ln2 d)-approximation algorithm. Before we state the algorithm formally
we need a couple of deﬁnitions. The following problem is a special case of a general
PIP.
Definition 2.7. Given a set J of n vectors in [0, 1]d , the largest volume packing problem is the problem of ﬁnding a subset S such that S̄∞ ≤ 1 and V(S) is
maximized. Let Vmax denote the value of the optimal solution.
Definition 2.8. An (α, β)-approximation to the largest volume packing problem
is a subset S that satisﬁes the conditions S̄∞ ≤ α and V(S) ≥ βVmax .
We will typically use the above deﬁnition with α ≥ 1 and β ≤ 1.
Algorithm Volume Pack:
1. repeat for t stages
(a) for k = 1 to m do
i. Find an (α, β)-approximation to the largest volume packing problem
with the current set of job vectors.
ii. Allocate jobs in packing to machine k and remove them.
2. Find a separate schedule for the remaining jobs using naive volume based list
scheduling.
3. Combine the two schedules machine by machine in the obvious way.
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We now prove several simple lemmas to analyze the performance of the above
algorithm.
Lemma 2.9. Let J(i) be the set of jobs remaining at the beginning of the ith stage
with J(1) = J. Let Jk (i) be the set of jobs remaining after machine k has been packed
in stage i. Then
V(Jk (i)) ≤ V(J(i)) · (1 − β/m)k .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k. The claim is trivially true for
k = 0. Suppose the claim is true up to machine k. We show that the claim is true for
machine (k + 1). Since all jobs in J can be scheduled on m machines with height 1,
it follows that all jobs in Jk (i) can be likewise scheduled. By a simple averaging
argument we can infer that there exists a set of jobs in Jk (i) with volume at least
V(Jk (i))/m that can be packed in a machine with height at most 1. Since we obtain
a β-approximation to largest volume packing, we pack jobs with a volume of at least
β · V(Jk (i))/m. Therefore V(J(k+1) (i)) ≤ V(Jk (i)) · (1 − β/m). By our induction
hypothesis V(Jk (i)) ≤ V(J(i)) · (1 − β/m)k . The lemma follows.
Corollary 2.10. V(J(i)) ≤ V(J)/e(i−1)β .
Proof. From Lemma 2.9, V(J(i)) ≤ V(J(i − 1)) · (1 − β/m)m . Since (1 − β/m)m ≤
−β
e , we get the required bound.
Lemma 2.11. Algorithm Volume Pack yields a schedule of height at most (t · α +
d
+
1).
tβ
e
Proof. Consider the machine that achieves the maximum height in the schedule
produced by Volume Pack. Let J1 and J2 be the set of jobs allocated to that machine
in the packing stage and the list scheduling stage, respectively. From the packing
property it is easy to see that the height of machine due to jobs in J1 is at most tα.
Let J  be the set of jobs remaining after the t stages of packing. These are scheduled
using list scheduling. From Corollary 2.10 we have that
V(J  ) ≤ V(J)/etβ .
From Lemma 2.6, the height increase of the machine due to jobs in J2 is at most
V(J  )/m + max pj ∞ ≤
j

d
d
· V(J)/(dm) + 1 ≤ tβ + 1.
etβ
e

In the above inequality we are using the fact that the two lower bounds are less than 1,
the optimal value. Combining the two equations gives us the desired bound.
The parameter t in the algorithm can be chosen as a function of α and β to obtain
the best ratio. Note that the largest volume packing problem is a special case of a PIP,
where ci is simply the volume of vector i. PIPs have an (O(ln d), 1/2)-approximation
via randomized rounding [27, 29] that can be derandomized by techniques from [26].
When d is ﬁxed there is a (1, 1 − ) approximation [7] that runs in time polynomial
in nd/ . These observations imply the following.
Theorem 2.12. There is an O(ln2 d)-approximation algorithm for the VS problem.
Theorem 2.13. There is an O(ln d)-approximation algorithm for the VS problem
that runs in time polynomial in nd .
2.2.2. An O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)-approximation. The approximation result of
Theorem 2.12 is good when d is small compared to m. However, when d is large we
can obtain an O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)-approximation by a simple randomized algorithm
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that assigns each vector independently to a machine chosen uniformly at random
from the set of m machines. Theorem 2.15 bounds the performance of this algorithm,
referred to as Random. We need a version of the standard Chernoﬀ bound on sums
of independent random variables.
Proposition
2.14. Let X1 , . . . , Xn be independent binary random variables and
n
let X = i=1 ti Xi . Let T = maxi ti and µ = E [X]. Then, for any suﬃciently
large h, Pr X > (1 + c lnlnlnhh )(µ + T ) ≤ h−c/2 .
ti
Proof. Let Yi be a random
 variable such that Yi = T Xi . Note that Yi takes on
values in [0, 1]. Let Y = i Yi . It follows that Y = X/T and that E [Y ] = µ/T .
Therefore, for any δ > 0, Pr [X > (1 + δ)(µ + T )] = Pr [Y > (1 + δ)(µ/T + 1)]. Applying the standard Chernoﬀ–Hoeﬀding bounds [25] on sums of independent random
variables that assume values in [0, 1] to Y , we get the desired result.
Theorem 2.15. Random gives an O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)-approximation with high
probability.
Proof. Consider the ﬁrst machine. Let Xj be the indicator random variable
that is 1 if vector j is assigned to the ﬁrst
 machine. The Xj ’s are independent. By
uniformity Pr [Xj = 1] = 1/m. Let P = j pj Xj . Note that P is a vector since each
i
pj is a vector:
of expectations,
 i let P denote the ith coordinate of P . By linearity
i
E[P ] = j pj /m ≤ 1 (using (2.5)). Also observe that maxj pij ≤ 1 (using (2.4)).
Now we estimate the probability that P i deviates signiﬁcantly from its expected

value. From Proposition 2.14, Pr P i > (E[P i ] + maxj pij )(1 + c ln dm/ ln ln dm) ≤
(dm)−c/2 . Thus with high probability P i is O(ln dm/ ln ln dm). In general, if Aik is
the event that the ith dimension of
k is greater than2(1 + c) ln dm/ ln ln dm,
 machine


i
then from above we know that Pr Aik ≤ (dm)−c/2 . Thus Pr (A = ∪di=1 ∪m
k=1 Ak ) ≤
dm(dm)−c/2 . By choosing c suﬃciently large we can ensure that Pr [A] is less than
an inverse polynomial factor. But the complement of A is the event that the schedule
length is O(ln dm/ ln ln dm). Thus with high probability we get an O(ln dm/ ln ln dm)approximation.
3. Algorithms for vector bin packing. We now examine the problem of packing a given set of vectors into the smallest possible number of bins. Our main result
here is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. For any ﬁxed  > 0, we can obtain in polynomial time a (1 +
 · d + O(ln(1/)))-approximate solution for vector bin packing.
This improves upon the long-standing (d+)-approximation algorithm of [6]. Our
approach is based on solving a linear programming relaxation for this problem. As in
section 2.1, we use a variable xij to indicate if vector pi is assigned to bin j. We guess
the least number of bins m (easily located via binary search) for which the following
LP relaxation is feasible; clearly m ≤ opt.

xij = 1,
1 ≤ i ≤ n,


j

pki

· xij ≤ 1,

1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ d,

xij ≥ 0,

1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

i

Once again, we use the fact that a basic feasible solution would make fractional
bin assignments for at most d·m vectors. Thus at this point, all but a set S of at most
d · m vectors have integral assignments in m bins. To ﬁnd a bin assignment for S, we
repeatedly ﬁnd a set S  ⊆ S of up to k = 1/ vectors that can all be packed together
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and assign them to a new bin. This step is performed greedily; i.e., we seek to ﬁnd
a largest possible such set in each iteration. We can perform this step by trying out
all possible sets of vectors of cardinality less than (k + 1). We now claim that this
procedure must terminate in  · d · m + O(ln −1 ) · opt steps. To see this, consider the
ﬁrst time that we pack less than k vectors in a bin. The number of bins used thus far
is bounded by (d · m)/k. Moreover, the total number of vectors that remain at this
point is at most (k − 1)opt; let S  denote this remaining set of vectors. Since the
optimal algorithm cannot pack more than (k − 1) vectors of S  in one bin, our greedy
bin assignment procedure is identical to a greedy set cover algorithm, where each set
has size at most (k − 1). Following the analysis of the greedy algorithm in [17], the
total number of bins used in packing vectors in S  is bounded by Hk−1 · opt (Hi is
the ith harmonic number). Putting things together, we obtain that the number of
bins used by our algorithm, A, is bounded as follows:
A ≤ m + (d · m)/k + Hk−1 · opt ≤ (1 +  · d + O(ln −1 )) · opt.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Substituting  = 1/d, we obtain the
following simple corollary.
Corollary 3.2. For ﬁxed d, VBP can be approximated to within O(ln d) in
polynomial time.
4. Inapproximability results. In this section we show hardness of approximation results for the three problems we consider, vector scheduling, vector bin packing,
and packing integer programs. We start with PIPs.
4.1. Packing integer programs. Randomized rounding techniques of Raghavan and Thompson [27] yield integral solutions of value t1 = Ω(opt/d1/B ) if A ∈
[0, 1]d×n , and t2 = Ω(opt/d1/(B+1) ) if A ∈ {0, 1}d×n . Srinivasan [29] improved these
B/(B−1)
(B+1)/B
results to obtain solutions of value Ω(t1
) and Ω(t2
), respectively. We
1
show that PIPs are hard to approximate to within a factor of Ω(d B+1 − ) for every
d×n
ﬁxed integer B. We start with the case A ∈ {0, 1}
and then indicate how our result
extends to A ∈ [0, 1]d×n . Our reduction uses the result of Haståd [18] that shows that
unless N P = ZP P the maximum independent set problem is hard to approximate
within a factor of n1− for any ﬁxed  > 0. Since the upper bounds are in terms of d,
from here on, we will express the inapproximability factor only as a function of d.
Given a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n and a positive integer B, we construct
an instance of a PIP, IG , as follows. Let A be a d × n 0-1 matrix with d = n(B+1)
such that each row corresponds to an element from V (B+1) . Let ri = (vi1 , . . . , vi(B+1) )
denote the tuple associated with the ith row of A. We set aij = 1 if and only if the
following conditions hold, otherwise we set it to 0: (a) the vertex vj occurs in ri , and
(b) the vertices in ri induce a clique in G.
We set c = {1}n and b = {B}d . For any ﬁxed integer B, the reduction can be
done in polynomial time. Note that a feasible solution to IG can be described as a
set of indices S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
Lemma 4.1. Let X ⊆ V be an independent set of G. Then S = {i | vi ∈ X} is a
feasible solution to IG of value |S| = |X|. Furthermore, S can be packed with a height
bound of 1.
Proof. Suppose that in some dimension the height induced by S is greater than 1.
Let r be the tuple associated with this dimension. Then there exist i, j ∈ S such that
vi , vj ∈ r and (vi , vj ) ∈ E. This contradicts the assumption that X is an independent
set.
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Lemma 4.2. Let S be any feasible solution to IG and let GS be the subgraph of G
induced by the set of vertices vi such that i ∈ S. Then ω(GS ) ≤ B, where ω(GS ) is
the clique number of GS .
Proof. Suppose there is a clique of size (B + 1) in GS ; without loss of generality assume that v1 , . . . , v(B+1) are the vertices of that clique. Consider the tuple
(v1 , v2 , . . . , v(B+1) ) and let i be the row of A corresponding to the above tuple. Then
by our construction, aij = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ (B + 1). There are (B + 1) vectors in S with
a 1 in the same dimension i, violating the ith row constraint. This contradicts the
feasibility of S.
The following is a standard Ramsey type result.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a graph on n vertices with ω(G) ≤ k. Then α(G) ≥ n1/k .
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 give us the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let S be any valid solution to IG of value t = |S|. Then
α(G) ≥ t1/B .
Theorem 4.5. Unless N P = ZP P , for every ﬁxed integer B and ﬁxed 0 > 0,
PIPs with bound b = {B}d and A ∈ {0, 1}d×n are hard to approximate to within a
1
factor of d B+1 −0 . PIPs with A ∈ [0, 1]d×n and B rational are hard to approximate
1
to within a factor of d B+1 −0 .
Proof. We ﬁrst look at the case of PIPs with A ∈ {0, 1}d×n . Notice that our
reduction produces only such instances. Suppose there is a polynomial time approxi1
mation algorithm A for PIPs with bound B that has an approximation ratio d B+1 −0
1−
for some ﬁxed 0 > 0. This can be reinterpreted as a d B+1 -approximation, where
 = 0 (B + 1) is another constant. We will obtain an approximation algorithm G for
the maximum independent set problem with a ratio n1−δ for δ = /B. The hardness
of maximum independent [18] will then imply the desired result. Given a graph G,
the algorithm G constructs an instance IG of a PIP as described above and gives it
as input to A. G returns max(1, t1/B ) as the independent set size of G, where t is the
value returned by A on IG . Note that by Corollary 4.4, α(G) ≥ t1/B , which proves
the correctness of the algorithm. Now we prove the approximation guarantee. We
are interested only in the case when α(G) ≥ n1−δ , for otherwise a trivial independent
set of size 1 gives the required approximation ratio. From Lemma 4.1 it follows that
1−
the optimal value for IG is at least α(G). Since A provides a d B+1 -approximation,
1−
t ≥ α(G)/d (B+1) . In the construction of IG , d = n(B+1) . Therefore t ≥ α(G)/n(1−) .
Simple algebra veriﬁes that t1/B ≥ α(G)/n1−δ when α(G) ≥ n1−δ .
Now we consider the case of PIPs with A ∈ [0, 1]d×n . Let B be some real number.
For a given B we can create an instance of a PIP as before with B  = B . The only
diﬀerence is that we set b = B d . Since all entries of A are integral, eﬀectively the

bound is B  . Therefore it is hard to approximate to within a factor of d(1−)/(B +1) =
d(1−)/(B+1) . Since ( B + 1/d + 1) = B + 1, d(1−)/(B+1) = Θ(d(1−)/B ).
Discussion. An interesting aspect of our reduction above is that the hardness
results hold even when the optimal algorithm is restricted to a height bound of 1
while allowing a height bound of B for the approximation algorithm. Let an (α, β)bicriteria approximation be one that satisﬁes the relaxed constraint matrix Ax ≤ αb
and gets a solution of value at least opt/β; here opt satisﬁes Ax ≤ b. Then we have
the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Unless N P = ZP P , for every ﬁxed integer B and ﬁxed  > 0,
1
it is hard to obtain a (B, d B+1 − ) bicriteria approximation for PIPs.
1
For a given B, we use d = nB+1 , and a hardness of d B+1 − is essentially the
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hardness of n1− for the independent set problem. This raises two related questions.
First, should d be larger than n to obtain the inapproximability results? Second,
should the approximability (and inapproximability) results be parameterized in terms
of n instead of d? These questions are important to understand the complexity of
PIPs as d varies from O(1) to poly(n). We observe that the hardness result holds as
long as d is Ω(n ) for some ﬁxed  > 0. To see this, observe that in our reduction,
we can always add poly(n) dummy columns (vectors) that are either useless (their cj
value is 0) or cannot be packed (add a dummy dimension where only B of the dummy
vectors can be packed). Thus we can ensure that n ≥ poly(d) without changing the
essence of the reduction. We have a PTAS when d = O(1) and a hardness result of
d1/(B+1) when d = poly(n). An interesting question is to resolve the complexity of
the problem when d = polylog(n).
As remarked earlier, Srinivasan [29] improves the results obtained using random(B+1)/B
ized rounding to obtain solutions of value Ω(t2
), where t2 = Ω(y ∗ /d1/(B+1) ) for
A ∈ {0, 1}d×n . In the above y ∗ is the optimal fractional solution to the PIP. It might
appear that this contradicts our hardness result but observe that for the instances we
create in our reduction y ∗ /d1/(B+1) ≤ 1. For such instances Srinivasan’s bounds do
not yield an improvement over randomized rounding.
4.2. Vector scheduling. We now extend the ideas used in the hardness result
for PIPs to show the following hardness result for the VS problem.
Theorem 4.7. Unless N P = ZP P , for every constant γ > 1, there is no
polynomial time algorithm that approximates the schedule height in the VS problem
to within a factor of γ.
Our result here uses the hardness of graph coloring; Feige and Kilian [5] building
on the work of Haståd [18] show that graph coloring is n1− -hard unless NP = ZPP.
Our reduction is motivated by the fact that graph coloring corresponds to covering a
graph by independent sets. We start with the following simple lemma that is easily
derived from Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.8. Let G be a graph on n vertices with ω(G) ≤ k. Then χ(G) ≤
O(n1−1/k ln n).
Let B = γ; we will show that it is hard to obtain a B-approximation using a
reduction from chromatic number. Given graph G we construct an instance I of the
VS problem as follows. We construct n vectors of nB+1 dimensions as in the proof of
1
Theorem 4.5. We set m, the number of machines, to be n 2B .
Lemma 4.9. If χ(G) ≤ m, then the optimal schedule height for I is 1.
Proof. Let V1 , . . . , Vχ(G) be the color classes. Each color class is an independent
set, and by Lemma 4.1 the corresponding vectors can be packed on one machine with
height at most 1. Since χ(G) ≤ m, the vectors corresponding to each color class can
be packed in a separate machine.
Lemma 4.10. If the schedule height for I is bounded by B, then χ(G) ≤
βn1−1/2B ln n for some ﬁxed constant β.
Proof. Let V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm be the partition of vertices of G induced by the assignment of the vectors to the machines. Let Gi be the subgraph of G induced
by the vertex set Vi . From Lemma 4.2 we have ω(Gi ) ≤ B. Using Lemma 4.8
1−1/B
we obtain
ln n for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Therefore it follows that
 that χ(Gi ) ≤ βn
1−1/B
χ(G) ≤ i χ(Gi ) ≤ m · βn
ln n ≤ βn1−1/2B ln n.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Feige and Kilian [5] showed that unless ZP P = N P for
every  > 0 there is no polynomial time algorithm to approximate the chromatic
number to within a factor of n1− . Suppose there is a B-approximation for the
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VS problem. Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 establish that if χ(G) ≤ n1/2B , then we can
infer by running the B-approximation algorithm for the VS problem that χ(G) ≤
βn1−1/2B ln n. This implies a βn1−1/2B ln n-approximation to the chromatic number.
From the result of [5] it follows that this is not possible unless N P = ZP P .
4.3. Vector bin packing. As mentioned before, VBP is APX-hard even for
1
d = 2. We show a simple d 2 − hardness for VBP when d is arbitrary. The reduction
is similar to that in the previous subsection and uses hardness of graph coloring.
Given a graph G with n vertices and m edges we create an instance IG of VBP with
n vectors, each of m dimensions. For a vector vi corresponding to a vertex i of G,
the jth coordinate is 1 if i is incident on the jth edge, otherwise it is 0. If the vectors
are required to be packed into bins of height 1, it is easily seen that the number of
bins required corresponds exactly to a coloring of G. Thus the hardness of chromatic
number applies directly to VBP.
Theorem 4.11. Unless N P = ZP P , VBP is hard to approximate to within a
1
d 2 − factor for every ﬁxed  > 0.
5. Conclusions. We studied multidimensional generalizations of multiprocessor
scheduling, bin packing, and the knapsack problem and obtained a variety of new
algorithmic as well as inapproximability results for them. While our work gives new
insights into the approximability of these problems, several questions remain open. In
particular, large gaps remain between the upper and lower bounds for both VS and
VBP when the number of dimensions is arbitrary. For packing integer programs, our
hardness result is essentially tight, but it applies only to ﬁxed values of B. The quality
of approximation improves dramatically when B is allowed to grow as a logarithmic
function of d; in particular a constant factor approximation is achievable when B =
Ω(log d/ log log d). It will be interesting to see if our techniques can be extended to
obtain a hardness result when B is allowed to be a function of d.
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